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Abstract
Transmission electron microscopy, electron diffraction, and X-ray analytical electron
microscopy indicate that the sodium mica wonesite from the Post Pond Volcanics,
Vermont, has partially exsolved to a lamellar intergrowth of talc and a sodium mica having
fewer interlayer site vacanciesthan the initial wonesite. This is the first known example of
exsolution in a mica. The mica is enriched in Na, Al, K, Ti, Cr, and Fe relative to the talc.
The lamellae,the wavelengthof which varies from a few hundred flngstrcimsup to about 0.5
pm, are inclined to the layers of the mica and talc structures at a variable angle that
averagesabout 37o.This microstructure explains why wonesite is not expandablein water,
unlike a number of other natural and synthetic sodium micas and smectites.
A new method of deriving the chemical compositions of the phases in fine lamellar
intergrowths from electron microscope X-ray analysesis described. The method, which
utilizes the bulk chemical analysis of the intergrowth as a standard, is used to derive the
chemical compositionsof the intergrown talc and mica. Theseanalysesclarify the shapeof
the talc-wonesitemiscibility gap, which is strongly asymmetric and skewedtoward talc. In
addition to clarifying the phase relations of the sodium micas, the exsolution of wonesite
provides a structural analogy for amphibole exsolution phenomena that involve the
amphiboleA-site. The study clearly demonstratesthat wonesite is a valid mineral species.
However, the solid solution rangesexhibited by sodium micas suggestthat the nomenclature used to describe them should be clarified.
Introduction
metamorphicconditions, wonesite must be a valid homoThe recently-discovered mica mineral wonesite is a geneousmineral. Furthermore, analytical TEM indicates
sodium-rich biotite with substantialtschermaks substitu- that the mica portion of the intergrowth still contains
tion (Spear et al., l98l). The contents of the interlayer substantialnumbersofinterlayer site vacancies,so that it
sites in this mineral, as deduced from electron micro- should be consideredto be wonesite as well.
probe analyses, are approximately Naa.a6Ks.s7ns.53, In the presentpaper, the structural and chemicaldetails
where ! represents a vacancy (Spear et al., l98l).
of the exsolution microstructure in wonesite are considWonesite therefore has a very low interlayer charge ered. Wonesite hydration properties are compared with
compared to other micas and, like smectites, should be those of other sodium micas. The nomenclature of sodiexpandablein water and ethylene glycol. Wonesite is not um-rich micas is discussedin light of the chemical behavexpandable,however, suggestingthat it might consist ofa
ior of wonesite, and the relationships among exsolution
disordered submicroscopic mixed-layer intergrowth of phenomena in pyroxenes, amphiboles, and micas are
Na-biotite and talc on (fi)l), for example, or that the considered.
chemical analysis is incorrect. To resolve this problem,
In a companionpaper (Veblen, 1983),other microstructhe transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study de- tures in wonesite and the other sheet silicates with which
scribed in this paper was undertaken. The results show it coexists are described. These include polytypic variathat wonesite in most placesis not a mixed-layer mineral, tions, stackingdisorder, twinning, low-anglegrain boundalthough local disordered mixing of mica with chlorite aries, and the intergrowth of mica with chlorite, potassiand kaolinite does occur, and most wonesite contains um biotite, and kaolinite. Although it is conceivablethat
small numbers of intercalated brucite-like layers, which some of the mixed layering phenomenaare in some way
produce isolated chlorite-like structural configurations. related to exsolution, their origin remains unclear. The
Instead, wonesite has exsolved pervasively to a lamellar obvious exsolution features presented in the present
mixture of Na-biotite and talc, providing us with the first paper have therefore been treated apart from these other
clear example of exsolution in a mica. Thus, under phenomena.However, the reader should be aware of the
0003-004v83/0506-0554$02.
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other complex structural problems associated with the
sheet silicate assemblagein these Post Pond rocks, as
describedby Veblen (1983).
Specimens, experimental techniques' and image
interpretation
The specimenused in this study was kindly supplied by
Dr. Frank S. Spear(#68-432E).Its mineralogy,petrology, and chemistry have been thoroughly described by
Speare/ a/. (1981).SomeTEM specimenswere prepared
by ion milling of petrographic thin sectionsthat had been
cut normal to the rock foliation and mounted on Cu grids.
They were lightly carbon coated. Other specimenswere
prepared by crushing and deposition on holey carbon
TEM grids.
Electron microscopy and chemical analysis were performed with a Philips 400T microscope equipped with a
Tracor Northern TN2000 energy-dispersiveX-ray analyzer. All analyseswere qualitative in the sensethat thin film
standardswere not employed, but they were performed
under similar conditions of specimenthickness and tilt to
facilitate comparisonsamong diferent spectra.
Interpretation of the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
images presented here and by Veblen (1983) largely
follows that employed previously (Veblen and Buseck,
1979,1980,1981;Veblen,1980;Iijima and Buseck,1978;
Buseck and Veblen, 1981).During the time when this
work was performed, a technical diffculty with the
microscopecausedthe resolution to be degraded,so that
in most cases only the 00/ difractions were imaged'
Most^images were recorded at an underfocus of about
10004. In their extensivecalculationsof imagecontrast in
various mica polytypes, Amouric et aI. (1981)found that
under certain imaging conditions, the apparent layer
thicknessesin HRTEM imagesdid not match those in the
real crystal. Such anomalous spacings were observed
experimentallyin the present study, but only in relatively
thick parts of mica specimenswhere stacking disorder is
present. Near the thin edges, the mica layers in the
images are invariably evenly spaced, so that interpretations based on (00/) fringe spacingsare presumably correct. It is also probable that the spacing variations noted
by Amouric et al. (1981) are not only a function of
specimen thickness, but also are exacerbated by the
contributions of diffracted beams other than fi)/ to the
images.Layer thickness variations in chlorite imagesare
discussedin more detail by Veblen (1983).
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by X-ray analysis. Thus, a reasonably large amount of
wonesite was examined in this specimen, and all of it
contained this lamellar microstructure. In the second
specimen,only minor amountsof wonesitewere available
for TEM observations;lamellar intergrowth as obvious as
that shownin Figure I was not observedin this specimen,
although phase separation on a finer scale and other
interestingmicrostructureswere present(Veblen' 1983).
Identification of the lqmellae
Electron diffraction patternsfrom the intergrowth show
that the 00/ diffractions are split into two peaks that are
indicative of (001) spacings of approximately 9.64 and
9.34, consistentwith dsolof Na-biotite(or wonesite)and
talc respectively (Fig. 2). Qualitative X-ray analysesthat
were performedon adjacentlamellaeto ensureessentially
the same analytical conditions are shown in Figure 3.
These analysesconfirm the identification of the two sets
of lamellaeas Na-biotite and talc. The talc is significantly
lower in Na, Al, K, Ti, Cr, and Fe than the biotite. In
additionto the peaksfrom Na, MS, Al, Si, K, Ti' Cr, and
Fe, which were all observed in microprobe analyses of
Spearer c/. (1981),the TEM analysesshow minor contamination peaksfrom Ar, which was presumablyembedded in the minerals during ion milling, and Cu, which
results from slight electron and X-ray irradiation of the
specimengrid. The absenceof the Ag K line confirmed
that the Ar peak was, indeed, from Ar, rather than being
the Z line of Ag.

Physical description of the lamellar microstructure
The wavelength of the lamellar intergrowth varies in
different parts of the specimenfrom about 0'5 pm down
to a few hundred 8ngstrcims' In Figure I the lamellar
wavelengthis about 0.3 pm' Figure I also exhibits other
important features. The talc lamellae contain numerous
lenticular light areas where the layers of the structure
have parted; these are discussed in more detail in the
section "Difraction details and lamellar misfits." Most
important, Figure I shows that the talc-mica lamellae are
inclined to the (001) layers of the structures, which are
horizontal. The anglebetweenthe plane of exsolution and
(001)was determinedby high-angletilting experimentsin
which the crystal was rotated around c*' In such an
experiment, the maximum observed angle is the true
anglebetween the two planar features; this angle is about
37' in most parts of the sPecimen.
Unlike the planar lamellae in the area of Figure 1, the
Exsolution microstructures
lamellae in some areas are curved and discontinuous' as
shown in Figure 4. The angle between such lamellae and
Of the two TEM specimensthat were examined in this
(001)is obviously variable. Someof the lamellaein Figure
the
throughout
lamellae
study, one exhibited alternating
wonesite, as shown in Figure l The hole in this speci- 4 have a distinct "J" shapeor curve at one oftheir ends'
men, around the edges of which the observations were This is reminiscentof the curvature of exsolution lamellae
made, was approximately one millimeter in diameter; in some clinopyroxenes, which apparetly results from
almost all of the material adjacent to the hole was growth of the lamellae during changing temperature and
wonesite.with minor amountsof K-biotite, as determined pressureconditions(Robinsonet aI.,1977)'
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Fig. I ' a. Low-resolution bright-field electron micrographof the lamellar microstructurein wonesite.Talc ("T") and sodium
biotite
("Na-Bi") lamellaeare tilted with respect to the plane (001),which is horizontal. The talc
lamellaecan be recognizedby the white,
lenticular voids parallel to (001). b. Schematicdiagram of this microstructure, emphasizingthat the lamellaeare not parallel
to the
structural layers. Circles representinterlayer alkali sites.

Since tbe lamellae of talc in Na-biotite are inclined to
the mica layers, they can also be observed in crushed
specimensin which the viewing direction is normal to the
layers. Figure 5 shows such a view, in which the specimen was tilted so that c* was a few degreesaway from the
axis of the TEM to enhancecontrast. Again, the lamellae
were identified by X-ray analysis and can be seen to be
discontinuous;thereis slightcurvatureat the tips of some
of them. The pronounced striping that cuts across the
lamellaein part of Figure 5 is a moir€ effect, discussedbv
Veblen(1983).
Orientation and origin of the lamellar
microstructure
By combining the orientation information from images
taken both normal to and parallel to the mica layers, the
approximate three-dimensionalorientation of the lamellae can be derived. The averageorientation is apparently
irrational and is close to {269} or {135} (there is an
ambiguity in orientation resulting from poor quality of
diffraction patterns from the exsolved crystal, the presence oftwinning and stacking disorder, and the resulting
inability to relate the orientation of the lamellae to ax in
the images taken parallel to the mica layers).

One observationthat is not understoodis why only one
set of lamellae was observed in the wonesite. If the
wonesite were a structurally-ordered monoclinic crystal,
then two symmetry-related sets of lamellae would be
expected (close to (269) and (269), for example). Still
more lamellar orientations would be expected because
the wonesite crystals are heavily twinned and stackingdisordered.This situation is similar to the caseof calcian
dolomites, in which ordering of cations takes place paralIel to only one of several symmetry-equivalent planes
(Reeder,1981).One possibleexplanationin the present
case is that the precursor of the intergrowth, like talc, is
triclinic. Another possibility is that a non-hydrostatic
stress environment favored one orientation over the
others.
The alternating lamellae of talc and Na-biotite almost
certainly originated by exsolution from an initially homogeneouswonesite. Another possibility is that the lamellae
originated by alteration, but this is not likely for several
reasons: (l) the talc lamellae are commonly discontinuous, some apparently being disc-shaped,whereas alteration lamellaeare expectedto be connectedto the crystal
grain boundariesor fractures, where they have accessto
altering fluids; (2) in many parts of the specimen, the
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compressibilityof potassiumphlogopite,for example,is
five times greaternormal to the layers than it is parallel to
the layers. The uncertainty in these large stiffnessanisotropies precludes any reasonableevaluation of the leastenergy lamellar orientation via optimal phase boundary
theory in the case of wonesite.
Although structural misfit between the talc and biotite
undoubtedly influences the orientation of the exsolution
lamellae,it is also possiblethat kinetic factors are important in determining the orientation. To illustrate this
possibility, let us supposethat the optimal phase boundaries are parallel to (001), so that the best fit between talc
and biotite lamellae is obtained when the exsolution
lamellae are parallel to (001). In this case, formation of
the lamellaewould requireextensivediffusionof Na, Al,
K, Fe, and other elementsthrough the layersof the mica
structure. The migration of large cations such as Na and
K acrossthe layers would surely require major structural
disruption and might therefore be an extremely sluggish
process.On the other hand, exsolutionalongplanesthat
are inclined to (001)requires diffusion only parallel to the
layers; presumably diffusion would take place primarily
Fig. 2. Electron diffraction pattern of the talc-mica along the planes of the interlayer sites, which in the
intergrowth.The inset in the upper left-handcorner is an
presentcaseare half occupiedby vacancies.Movement
enlargedview of the (006),(007),and (008)diffractions,which of Na and K would be entirelyrestrictedto this plane,and
are clearly split. The talc and mica parts of these double other cations have rapid accessto the interlayer from the
reflectionsarelabelled"T" and "M" respectively.
tetrahedral and octahedral sheets. Such an exsolution
process involving only cation migration parallel to the
layers might be kinetically very favorable, compared to
lamellaeare spacedvery evenly, as expectedfor exsolution but not alteration processes;(3) diffusion in sheet
silicatesis expectedto be faster parallel to the layers than
s
it is across the layers, so that lamellae resulting from
paths
to
the
crystal
alteration, which requires difusion
environment,should be parallel to the layers. In wonesite. however. the lamellae are inclined to the mica
layers, which would require diffusioq through the layers if
Talc
they formed by alteration. This microstructural evidence,
combined with the fact that coexisting talc and Na micas
demonstratethat there is, indeed, a miscibility gap between talc and Na-biotite (Spearet al., l98l; Thompson,
1981;Schreyeret al.,1980),makesexsolutionthe logical
mechanismfor the formation of the lamellar microstructure.
Although it is clear that the lamellae of talc and Nabiotite originatedby exsolution,it is not so obviouswhy
the lamellae are oriented as they are, approximately 37"
from (001). One possibility is that the orientation is
Na-Biotite
controlled solely by lattice misfit constraints, according
Fe
to optimal phaseboundary theory (Bollman, 1970;Robinson et al., 1971, 1977;Jaffe et al., 1975;Willaime and
Brown, 1974;Tullis and Yund, 1979).This possibility is
difficult to evaluate, however, because although the
greatest metric misfits between the talc and Na-biotite
Fig. 3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of the talc (top) and
structures are parallel to c*, layer structures have large Na-biotite lamella. The mica containsmore Na, Al' K Ti' Cr, and
stiffnessanisotropies,with the greatestcompressibilities Fe than the talc. Minor contaminationpeaksfrom Ar and Cu are
also parallel to c* (Hazen and Finger, 1978a,b). The presentin both spectra.
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must be some mechanism in the coherent parts of the
intergrowth that eliminates the misfit between the two
structures. In most casesof lamellar intergrowths, misfit
is minimized by adjustingthe orientationsof the structures and the interfaces, according to an optimal phase
boundary theory (Bollman, 1970;Robinsonet ai., 1971,
1977;Jatreet al., 1975;Willaime and Brown, 1974;Tullis
and Yund, 1979).A cartoon illustrating such a mechanism
is shown in Figure 7a, where the talc and Na-biotite
layersare rotatedwith respectto eachother; in this case,
the interfaces were drawn normal to the mica layers for
simplicity. Figure 7b shows anotherpossiblesolution to
the misfit problem that could operate in layer structures
where the interlayerbonding is very weak. In this case,
voids develop in the structure having the smaller interlayer spacing (in this caso,talc), and an average smaller
spacing is achieved by bending the layers by varying
amounts.
Theoretically, HRTEM studies of an intergrowth
shouldresolvethe questionof which mechanismof misfit
Fig. 4. Curvedandrerminating
lamellae
of talc (..T") in Na- accommodationis operating.In practice, unfortuantely,
biotite("M"). The talc lamellaexhibitlightercontrastbecause
extremely rapid electron radiation damage renders the
they havebeenrenderedamorphous
by the electronbeam.The
talc amorphous in a few seconds, and such damage is
(001)planeis horizontal.(Brighrfieldimage).
even more severein the neighborhoodof the microstructuresthat would resolvethe question.HRTEM resultson
exsolution requiring major diffusion across the layers. the talc-mica intergrowths do show local rotation of the
talc structurewith respectto the mica in someplacesand
Thus, even if the optimal phaseboundariesare parallel to
bending of the talc layers in others, suggestingthat both
(001),kinetic factors might lead to exsolutionlamellaein
mechanismsmay operate in different parts of the speciother orientations.Becausethe exsolution lamellae in
men. However, images of areas of undamagedmaterial
wonesiteare neither parallel to nor normal to (001),it may
large enough to provide a clear answer could not be
well be that the observed orientation is the result of a
obtained.Local bendingoflayers can be seenby viewing
combination of lattice misfit constraints and kinetic facFigure 6 at a low angle parallel to the layers.
tors.
Other lines of evidencealso supportthe idea that both
Dffiaction details and mechanisms of misfit
types of misfit accommodationoccur in the wonesite
accommodation
specimen. Figure I is a low resolution micrograph in
The electron diffraction pattern in Figure 2 contains which white voids occur in the talc, supporting the
mechanismof Figure 7b; such voids could, however,
severalsubtlefeatures,someof which are relevantto the
result
from specimen deformation. In some electron
interpretation of structural details of the intergrowth of
diffraction patterns, a singlecx direction for talc indicates
talc and Na-biotite. There are diffuse streaksbetween the
that the mechanism of Figure 7a may be operating. In
pairs of (00/) ditrractions; these could be related to
other patterns, however, the (001)diffractions of talc are
disorder in the (00/) spacingsin the crystal, but they
arcuate,indicatingthat there is not a unique c* direction
insteadcould be simply the result of multiple difraction
and therefore that the talc layers are bent. These alternafrom the (ftkl) streaks that result from stacking disorder.
The enhancedintensity betweenindividual talc (T) and tive lines of evidenceare consistentwith both mechamica (M) diffraction spots, however, is probably related nlsms.
to the existenceof spacingsbetweenthoseoftalc and the
Chemical details and phase relations
Na-biotite.
There have been three recent reports of naturallyHigh-resolution electron micrographs of the talc-mica
occurring sodium-richtrioctahedralmicas (Spear et al.,
intergrowths indicate that most of the TOT layers are
continuousacrossthe lamellae(Fig. 6), althoughin some 1978, l98l; Schreyer et al., 1980;Keusen and Peters,
1980). The three different occurrences exhibit marked
places, interface dislocations consisting of terminating
Iayerscan be observed.Thus, the intergrowthis coherent differencesin interlayer occupancyand amount oftschermaks substitution(Al2Mg-1Si-1),suggestingthat a wide
in placesand semi-coherentin others.
degreeof chemicalvariabilityis possiblein sodiummicas.
Becausethere is a difference in the spacingsof the talc
and mica layers (talc = 9.3A; Na-mica : 9.64), there These chemical diferences can be conveniently repre-
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Fig. 5. The lamellar microstructureas viewed nearly normal to (001).The talc lamellae("T") are discontinuous.(Bright-field
image.)

sentedon a ternary plot with the following vertices: (l)
talc, Mg3[Siaoro](oH)z;(2) Na-phlogopite, NaMg3[AlSi3Or0l(OH)2;and (3) preiswerkite, NaMgzAllAlPhasescan be plotted on such a diagram
2Si2Ol0l(OH)2.
by condensingall interlayer cations to Na, all divalent

octahedrally-coordinatedcations to Mg, and all trivalent
and tetravalent octahedrally-coordinatedcations to Al.
The talc vertex represents the structural compositional
limit of empty interlayer sites, and the Na-phlogopitepreiswerkitejoin representsthe structural limit of all

Fig. 6. High-resolutionTEM image of a talc lamellain Na-biotite.The talc has slightly lighter contrastthan the mica, and the
lamellar interfaces,which run from upper left to lower right, are inclined to the silicate layers. Amorphous regions("?") result from
electron radiation damage,which occurs extremely rapidly.
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them coexist.l The preiswerkite of Keusen and Peters
(1980)is very closeto the idealpreiswerkiteend member,
having full interlayer sites and almost complete tschermak's substitution.The mica of Schreyeret al. (1980)is
reasonablyclose to the Na-phlogopite end member, with
limited tschermakscomponentand interlayervacancies.
The bulk compositionof wonesite (Spear et al., 1978,
1981)is closestto the talc vertex, by virtue of its large
proportionofinterlayer vacancies,but it also showsvery
substantialamounts of tschermaks substitution. Thus,
wonesitecannot be thought of simply as a binary talc-Nabiotite solid solution, but must be consideredas a talcpreiswerkite-Na-biotite ternary solution. In fact, wonesite is closer in composition to preiswerkite than it is to
the Na-biotite end member.The compositionsof the talcs
coexistingwith wonesiteand the mica of Schreyeret al.
(1980) suggestthat more sodium-rich talcs may occur
when there is lesstschermakssubstitutionin the mica, as
indicatedby Thompson (1981).It is possible,however,
that the diference in sodiumcontentsofthe talcs is also
partially the result of different pressure conditions of
metamorphism,for example, or that the talc of Schreyer
et al. is a disordered mixed-layer talc-Na-phlogopite
material; an electron microscopic study of this talc might
clarify the question.
Analysis of the intergrowth and the talc-mica
miscibility gap

In principle, it should be possible to illustrate the
chemical characteristicsof the exsolution in wonesite on
a diagramsuchas that in Figure8. However, the absence
of quantitative microanalysesof the talc and mica lamellae would at first seemto preclude such a representation.
To overcome the lack of the usual type of standarized
thin-film analyses,a methodof estimationof phasecomTalc
Na-Bi
positionsfor lamellarintergrowthshas beendevised.This
b
Fig. 7. (a) Schematic
view of one way of absorbingthe misfit methodusesour knowledgeof the relativevolumesof the
betweenthe mica ("Na-Bi") and talc structures.The lines two phases,as derived from TEM images, and the bulk
represent
theTOT silicatelayers.In thiscase,thetwo strucrures composition of the intergrowth, as derived from convenarein differentorientations,
allowingfor the smallerd661
of talc. tional analysismethods,such as electronmicroprobe.If
The lamellarinterfacesaredrawnnormalto the micalayersfor
we have a lamellar intergrowth of two phases a and B,
simplicity.(b) Schematic
viewof analternativewayof absorbing with the volumes of the two phasesequal to Vo and V6
the misfit betweenthe mica and talc structures.In this case, and the normalizedconcentrationsof some elementin the
lenticularvoidshaveopenedin the talc,andthe talclayershave
two phasesCo and Cp, then
bent,allowinga smalleraveraged661
in thetalc thanin themica.
C.:VoCo+VBCB

-

v

interlayer sites full. The preiswerkite vertex representsa
possible chemical limit of aluminum avoidance (more
than two tetrahedrally coordinated Al per formula unit
require Al-O-Al linkages, but see Hewitt and Wones,
1975),while the Na-phlogopite-talc join is the chemical
limit of no tschermak'ssubstitution.
Figure 8 shows the compositions of three naturallyoccurring sodium micas and the talcs with which two of

where C" is the averageconcentration of the element in
the mixture, as measuredby a standard analytical techf The structural
formulae of the micas are (l) Spear et al.,
(Na6 3e5K6673Cao_ooJ(MBz
l98l :
1e5Fefr*36eMn6
662Cr666aTi6637
Alo.3ro)[Alo76,7Si3
2330ro](OH,F)z; (2) Schreyer et al., l98A:
(Nao tsKo.osCao62)(Mg2 eaAl6 65Tioo2)[Alr_oosi3ooOro](OH)z; (3)
Keusen

and

Peters,

1980: (Na6 esKs e2Caee1xMgl e1Al6 e1

Fe6isFeak)tAlr
e5si2
osorol(oH)2.
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Hausrn$zli:oro@x),

trSiNa-

Talc

Na-Ph

trMgaSiaO,eOH)2

NaMgaAlSirO'o(OH)2

Fig. 8. The composition diagram talc-Na-phlogopitepreisweikite, showing compositions of selected sodium micas.
The exchange vectors (Thompson, l98l) Al2Mg_1Si_1and
SiNa-rAl-t are indicated. The averagedanlayseshave been
condensedby Mg = Mg + Fe2* + Mn, Na = Na + Na + K +
Ca, and Al : Al + Fe3++ Cr + Ti; thus, SiNa_1Al_1was taken
as the proportion of vacancies in the interlayer sites, and
Al2Mg-;Si-1 was taken as the amount of tetrahedralAl minus
(Na + K + Ca). The wonesiteof Spearet al. (1981)("W") and
the Na-phlogopiteof Schreyer et al. (1980)("S") are connected
by tie lines to the bulk talcs with which they coexisted,and "Pr"
is the preiswerkite of Keusen and Peters (1980). The
compositions marked "x" were derived for the exsolution
lamellae in wonesite by X-ray analysis; these compositions are
discussedin the text, as is the composition"E."
nique. Because VB :

positions, suggestingthat the wonesiteis, in fact, quite
homogeneous(Spearet al., l98l) and that this anlaysis
schememight produce realistic compositions.
To simplify the analysis, we can assume that the
wonesiteexsolvedtalc with a compositionthat is collinear with the wonesite bulk composition and
Mg3SiaOls(OH)z;
this assumptionis consistentwith the
composition of the talc crystals that coexist with the
wonesite (Fig. 8). This has the effect of treating wonesite
as a binary solid solution between talc and the composi(Ca sgaNa.6alK.rss)r
tion
s6eMn.6,6aCr.oos
ooo(Mgr.2s5Fe
This comTi.07eAloeo)z.eao[Alr.or4si2
366]4.0000ro(OH,F)2.
positionis projectedon Figure8 as the point "E." Taking
C, = 0.47 (e.9., the interlayer occupancyof bulk wonesite), the volume fraction of talc in the area from which
the analyseswere taken Y 6 : ll4, and usingthe intensity
ratio of the aluminum peaks I#/ISI : l/8, equation (l)
givesthe concentrationvaluesC6 : 0.08and C*o = 0.60
(normalized so that the talc end member would have C :
0.00 and the end member "E" would have C = 1.00).
The compositions of the talc and mica lamellae are
shown as stars on Figure 8. This information also can be
plotted on a temperaturecomposition diagram of the join
talc-"E" (Fie. 9). On this diagram,the bulk wonesiteand
talc compositions from Spear er al. (1981)are plotted at
approximately 535'C (their estimate of the metamorphic
temperaturewas 485-535"C;further work has suggested
that the 535'C temperature is to be favored-Frank
Spear,pers. comm.). The compositionsof the mica and
talc lamellaedeterminedabove are plotted as stars. Since
they are exsolution lamellae, they clearly represent a
lower temperature or range of temperaturesthan that of
the peak metamorphism,but it is not possibleto quantify

I - Vo,

C.:VoCo-V"Cp+CB

cp=

C,

v"(cR-l)+l

0)

where Cp = C"lCs. If X-ray spectra are collected from
the two phasesin a thin film, under the same analytical
conditions, then the intensity ratio of the peaks for the
elementin questionis also equal to Cp: Cp : C,ICB :
I"/IB. Therefore, if we know the bulk concentrationof the
element, the volumes of the two phases (as measured
from electron micrographs), and the intensity ratio, we
can use Equation (l) to determine C6 and the relation Co
= CnCBto determine Co.
The above schemefor analyzing lamellar intergrowths
in effect uses the bulk composition of the intergrowth as
its own internal standard.Its accuracy therefore relies on
the assumption that the composition of the small area
examined in the TEM is the same as that measuredby
electron microprobe. In the case of wonesite, multiple
electron microprobe analysesyielded very similar com-

Talc

X

Na-Mica"E"

Fig. 9. A schematic temperature-composition(T-X) diagram
showing the talc-wonesite miscibility gap. The Na-mica
composition "E" is shown in Figure 8. Circles representthe bulk
wonesite ("W") and talc compositions obtained by microprobe
analysisby Spear et al. (1981);these are primary crystallization
compositions representing a temperature of approximately
535'C. The compositions "*" were derived from the ind,ividual
talc and wonesite exsolution lamellae by analyticai TEM
methods,as discussedin the text. The analysesare consistent
with a misciblity gap skewed strongly toward talc.
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Table l. Compositions, hydration behavior, and interplanar spacingsd661ofselected sodium micas and talc
lllneral

Reference

CoDposllion

Na-phlogoplte

natural

Schreyer et al.

Na-phlogoptte

aynrhetic

Carmn

(1980)

Na-ea6tonite

synthetlc

Franz and Althaus

(1976)

Prelswerklte

natural

Keusen and Peters

(I9E0)

Prelswerklte

synthetlc

Franz and Althaus

(1975)

Prelswerkite

synthetlc

Ilevitt

and lJones (1975)

Vlone8lte natural

Spear et al.

Paragonlte

Eugster et al.

Talc natural

synthetlc

Yes**

Nd.rg,
tirsrrorrt{oH),

( 1974)

Ndsz.

(oll)
s A r o .s [ A l t . 5 s 1 2 . 5 0 1 0 ] 2

(oH)
NaMs2AlIAl2st20ro]
2
NaMgrAl
IAlrslrotO] (oll)2

(1981)

(1972)

Perdikatsis
and
Burzlaff (I981)

Expandable?

$Of
?

Yea

9.90A

Yes

9,51

No

9.67

No

9.68

Yes

9,65

***

9.57

NaA12
[Alsi30 tO] (oH)2

9.63

M s r l s l o o r O () o H ) ,

t,5)

* ConposltLons of natural apeclnens glven ln footnote l.
** Expandablllty
of the Schreyer et aI. (1980) apectuen was reported by Keusen and peters (1980).
*** It la not knom vhether or not pure woneslte is expandable, becauae the exLstLng
speclnen 1s lntergrom
wlth talc.
Ilovever, on €tructural
grounds, lt is likely
that woneslte ls expandable.

this temperature. The critical temperature for the gap
may be near 600oC,by analogy with the anthophyllitegedrite solvus (Spear, 1980).The asymmetric form of the
miscibility gap is to be expected: the steeper limb is on
the side associatedwith the smaller cation (in this case a
vacancy), while the gentler limb is on the side of the
larger cation (Na).
Hydration properties of sodium micas
The fact that wonesite does not expand in water or
ethylene glycol can be explained easily by the inclination
of the exsolutionlamellaewith respectto (001).Talc is
not an expandablemineral, and the slabs of talc cutting
across the layers presumably hold them together physically. Under the temperature and pressure conditions of
formation, homogeneouswonesite presumably was also
unexpandable.
While the non-expandabilityof talc, as a result of close
approachand van der Waals bonding of TOT layers of the
structure, is well known, the question of which sodiumrich mica compositions are expandable is a confusing
one. Table I presents chemical compositions, hydration
properties (expandability), and interplanar spacingsdsol
reported for selected natural and synthetic sodium-rich
micas and talc. From these data, it appears that even
sodium trioctahedral micas with full interlayer sites are
expandable,except in compositions with a large amount
of tschermaks substitution. For these highly aluminous
compositions (preiswerkites), there is a discrepancy in
the expandability data; natural preiswerkite and the synthetic of Franz and Althaus (1976) do not expand in
water, while the synthetic of Hewitt and Wones (1975)

does. This difference may indicate that there is some
unrecognizedcompositional difference between the two
synthetics.
It is not immediately apparent why the aluminous
sodium micas (preiswerkite and paragonite)generally do
not expand, while less aluminous ones exhibit rapid
expansionin water. Likewise, it is not clear why sodium
biotites are expandable but potassium biotites are not.
One obvious explanation is that the interlayer bonding
involving sodium is weaker than that with potassium.It is
alternatively possible, however, that the expandablesynthetic sodium micas are deficient in sodium, containing
substantial numbers of vacancies in the interlayer sites.
Such solid solution toward talc, as found in the natural
sodium micas wonesite and phlogopite of Schreyer er a/.
(1980), could explain the expandability discrepancy in
preiswerkite; it would also be difficult to recognizein the
fine-grainedproducts of mica synthesis runs.
Table I also shows that most sodium micas have
interplanar sp^acings
dsol(basedon a one-layuermica cell)
between 9.6A and 9.74. Talc clearly has a smaller
spacingat 9.354, while wonesiteis 9.574. The slightly
smaller dsolof wonesite may result from the large number
of interlayer vacancies or from the data being collected
from a mica-talc mixture. A major anomaly is the d61 :
9.904 of the synthetic Na-phlogopite of Carman (1974).
Possibly this mica had already expanded partially when
the diffraction experiment was performed, or perhapsthe
measurementis in error. A determination of dsol of the
mica of Schreyer et al. (1980) would provide a useful
comparison with Carman's material.
In summary, the hydration properties of sodium-rich
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AmphiboleExsolution

micas are not fully understood. Expandability may be a
function of aluminum content and may result largely from
the different bonding characteristics of sodium, as compared to potassium. However, some of the observed
hydration could also result from high concentrations of
interlayer vacancies in synthetic sodium micas. In the
future, electrostatic calculations of interlayer bonding
energies might shed some light on the compositional
dependenciesof mica hydration.

f--q--l

AMPHIBOLE
PAIR

Nomenclature of sodium micas
The talc-micaexsolutionfeaturesin wonesitedemonstrate clearly that the wonesite of Spear et al. (1981) is,
indeed, a homogeneousmineral under metamorphiccrystallization conditions, rather than being a mechanical
mixture,for example.However, the exsolutiondoesraise
some questions about the nomenclature of sodium-rich
micas. For example, what should we call the mica that
was formed in the wonesite during the exsolution process? As can be seen in Figure 8, this mineral still is
chemicallyclose to the wonesitecompositionas it was
originally defined by Spear et al. (1981).Furthermore, it
is now obvious that micas in the interior of the ternary
diagram of Figure 8 are solid solutions and that wide
variations in composition are possible. Logically, the
mica that has formed by exsolution of wonesite should
also be called wonesite, even though it is a bit more sodic
and aluminous than the "type" composition.
Preiswerkite and Na-phlogopiteor Na-biotite appearto
be reasonableend member names,but the compositional
rangesto which these names apply are ambiguous. This
ambiguity should be resolved, probably by the International Mineralogical Association. At present, it is not
clear what we should call the mica of Schreyer e/ a/.
(1980);for example,is it Na-phlogopiteor is it wonesite?
Figure E shows that this mica, like wonesite, is really a
ternary phase in the talc-preiswerkite-Na-biotite system,
but that it is closerto the Na-endmemberthan wonesite.
Likewise, Figure 8 shows that wonesite should not be
thought of simply as a talc-Na-biotite solid solution; the
end member composition"E" is closer to preiswerkite
than to the Na-biotite end member. Perhaps the name
wonesite should be extended to include compositions,
Iike "E," that are indicative of full interlayer sites and
intermediatebetweenpreiswerkite and Na-biotite. On the
other hand, perhaps "wonesite" should be reserved for
sodium trioctahedral micas with substantial deficiencies
in alkali cations. A reasonable nomenclature will also
have to be consistent with the fact that sodium micas can
absorb substantialamounts of the dioctahedral-trioctahedral substitution Al2Mg-3 (note that the octahedralcation
sumofwonesiteis 2.94.ratherthan the idealtrioctahedral
3.0).
Relationships of mica and amphibole exsolution
Although exsolution phenomenahave not been recognized previously in micas, exsolution has been recog-

L*'l

F'--l

actlnollte/cumlngtonl.te
trenollte/mgneslo-riebeckite
A+TI

hornblende/actinollte

A+T1

anthophyllite/gedrite

A

A+Tl

PYROXENE
TYPE SITES
l,l4
M4l+{2
142
ll2

richterite/nagDesio-rlebeckite

M4l'1.12

cumlngtonlte/mgnesioarfvedscnlte

M4+M2

hornblende/cumlngtonlte

144+142

Fig. 10. Diagramshowingwhich parts of the amphibole
structure participatein various amphiboleexsolution
phenomena.
Althoughsomeamphiboleexsolutionpairs differ
chemicallyonly in the pyroxenepart of the structure,most
amphiboleimmiscibilityalso involves the mica part of the
structure.The portion of the figure illustratingthe mica and
(1978).
pyroxene
is fromThompson
modules

nized in numerousamphiboleoccurrences(Ghose,1981;
Robinson et al., l9E2). To understand the relationships
between mica and amphibole exsolution and the miscibility gaps that causethe unmixing, it is instructive to treat
the amphibole structures as consisting of mixtures of
pyroxene-like structure and mica-like structure, as shown
by Thompson(1970,1978,l98l).
Figure l0 shows one "I-beam" of amphibole,broken
into its pyroxene and mica components.By examining
the compositions of amphibole exsolution pairs, it is
possible to determine which crystallographic sites are
responsiblefor the immiscibility. Figure l0 lists several
observed exsolution pairs, with the sites involved in the
immiscibility apportioned to the mica and pyroxene parts
of the amphibole structure (the site nomenclaturerefers
to amphibole).Sometypes of exsolution, such as the pair
actinolite-cummingtonite,involve only sites in the pyroxene part of the structure. In fact, thesetypes of exsolution
are also observed to occur in natural pyroxenes. For
example, actinolite-cummingtonite exsolution, which is
driven by Ca vs. Mg+Fe immiscibility in the amphibole
M4 site, is entirely analogousto augite-pigeoniteexsolution, which is also driven by Ca vs. Mg+Fe immiscibility
in the pyroxene M2 site (M4 of amphibole is analogousto
M2 of pyroxene).
Figure l0 shows that whereassome types of amphibole
exsolution involve only the pyroxene part of the structure, other pairs involve sites in both the mica and
pyroxene parts. In fact, in somepairs, such as anthophyllite-gedrite, it might be argued on crystal-chemical
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groundsthat it is the amphiboleA-site that is causingthe
immiscibilityand that the pyroxene-likesitesare passively involved in the exsolution to fulfill charge balance
requirements.The amphiboleexsolutionphenomenathat
involve the mica-like part of the structure all involve the
A-site, which is analogousto the interlayersite of micas,
and they all involve immiscibility of one amphibole with
an A-site that is more-or-lessempty and one with an Asite that is more full. This is also precisely the case in
wonesite:one phasewith an interlayer site that is moreor-lessempty (talc) exsolvesfrom another phasethat has
a fuller interlayersite.
The recognition of immiscibility between talc and
wonesite(Spearet al.,1978, l98l; Thompson,l98l) and
of exsolution of wonesite to a lamellar intergrowth of talc
and Na-micathus presentsus with a symmetricalway of
viewing exsolution in amphiboles.Some exsolution involves the pyroxene part of the structure, and the analogousbehavioris observedin pyroxenes.Likewise, some
exsolutioninvolvesthe mica part of the structure,and the
analogousbehavior is observed in the mica wonesite.
These analogiestestify to the strength of the polysomatic
model for biopyriboles: it appearsthat analogouscrystallographicsites behavethe sameway chemically,regardless of the biopyribolestructurein which they reside.
And, with hindsight. . .
The TEM study describedabove clarifiesa number of
observationsthat has been made in the original X-ray,
chemical, and textural study of wonesite. Frank Spear
has very kindly consentedto the presentationof these
clarificationsin the present paper, and he generously
made available to me primary data from the original
wonesitestudy (Spear et al., 1978,l98l). In hindsight,
knowing that wonesiteis a lamellar intergrowth of sodium
mica and talc, the following observationscan be made:
1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of sheet silicates
in the specificspecimendescribedin this study invariably
indicatedthe presenceof talc, even though no talc could
be observedpetrographically. This is clearly becausethe
wonesitecontainedthe unrecognizedtalc lamellae.
2. In crossedpolarizedlight, somecrystalsof wonesite
exhibit a curious wavy pattern, somewhatlike that in
Figure5, that is not characteristicofother sheetsilicates.
Although the origin of this lamellar feature was originally
not understood,it is almostcertainlythe optical manifestation of the talc and mica exsolution lamellae.
3. The X-ray precessionphotographsof wonesiteare
of very poor quality, as noted by Spearer a/. (1981),due
to twinning, stacking disorder, and crystal deformation.
Careful examination of 00/ ditrractions does, however,
reveal that they are split in a fashion similar to the
splitting in the electron diffraction pattern of Figure 2.
Measurementof the films indicates that the two sets of
diffraction maxima result from talc and sodium mica. This
type of splitting could easily be confused with splitting

due to the presence of both the Ka1 and Ka2 X-ray
wavelengths.
The above reinterpretations of the X-ray and optical
data indicate that these observations are wholly consistent with the resultsof the TEM study.
Conclusions
The separation of talc and sodium mica in wonesite
provides the first clear exampleof exsolution in a mica. In
addition, this phenomenonis a direct analogyfor types of
amphibole exsolution that involve the mica-like part of
the amphibole structure.
This study also emphasizes the value of combining
imaging techniques with the analytical capabilities of
modern TEM's in studies of complex mineral intergrowths. Where other methodswere unableto precisely
define the nature of wonesite, electron microscopy has
clarified the physical and chemical state of this mica. In
so doing, this TEM study supports the earlier X-ray and
chemicalstudiesthat definedwonesiteas a new mineral.
This investigation also raises the possibility of exsolution in other micas. Although the degreeof solid solution
of potassiummicas toward talc is much more limited than
that of wonesite, it is possible that small volumes of talc
(or pyrophyllite) could exsolve from biotites and muscovites, for example.In the future, electronmicroscopists
studyingmicas,as well as petrologists,shouldat leastbe
alert to this possibility.
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